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Dear Photographer,

User Manual
SPECIFICATIONS

Thank you for buying the ELINCHROM Indirect Litemotiv Softbox.
Indirect
Litemotiv
Octa

Indirect
Litemotiv
Square

Indirect
Litemotiv
Recta

Indirect
Litemotiv
Strip

190 cm (75”)

145 x 145 cm
(57” x 57”)

72 x 175 cm
(29” x 69”)

33 x 175 cm
(13” x 69”)

Depth: cm / inch

70 / 27.6”

70 / 27.6”

70 / 27.6”

70 / 27.6”

Weight: kg / lbs

5 / 11

4.89 / 10.8

4.03 / 8.9

4.03 / 8.9

Code N° Indirect
Litemotiv with
carrying bag, inner
and outer diffuser

28000

28001

28002

28003

All Elinchrom products are manufactured using the most advanced technology.
Carefully selected components are used to ensure the highest quality and the equipment is
submitted to many tests both during and after manufacture.
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We trust that it will give you many years of reliable service. Please read the instructions carefully,
before use, for your safety and to obtain maximum benefit from many features.
Your Elinchrom Team

SECURITY ADVISE
The maximum modelling lamp wattage for all Indirect Litemotiv softboxes is limited to 650 W.
Ensure that the Litemotiv is correctly assembled and locked to the flash unit.

Diameter

Code N° Profoto
Adapter ring

Indirect
Litemotiv
Square

Indirect
Litemotiv
Recta

Indirect
Litemotiv
Strip

Code N° Reflective
Cover

26736

26737

26738

26739

Code N° Outer
Diffuser

26706

26707

26708

26709

Code N° Inner
Diffuser

26754

26755

26756

26757

Spare parts

Even though we use fire retardant materials; the fabric should never get in contact with the hot
flashtube or the modelling lamp.
The metal bracket may heat up enormously when the flash unit is used at maximum flash and
modelling lamp power levels. Please wait until the parts have cooled down, before packing away.
Always switch the flash unit off before fitting or exchanging reflectors and softboxes. Ensure that
the ventilation system of flash units is working correctly.

26333

Indirect
Litemotiv
Octa

The unit, the flashtube and accessories may become very hot during and after use! To avoid
injuries, handle with isolating cloth or wait until parts have cooled down.

Code N° Carrying Bag
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33221

Double check that the internal fabric diffuser is correctly fitted and does not make contact with
the hot flashtube and modelling lamp.
The reflective surface is very close to the modelling lamp / flashtube. The fabric, can be damaged
by excessive heat. Lower the modelling lamp power and reduce the number of flashes per
minute to avoid overheating.
Ensure that no external hot light sources or other hot objects are directed to the outer fabrics of
this softbox. This may damage or even burn the fabrics.
Old or dirty diffusers may change the colour temperature and should be replaced after some
time. We recommend dry-cleaning for any dirty diffuser.
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This manual may show images of products with accessories, which are not part of this product.
For further details, upgrades, news and the latest information about the Elinchrom System,
please visit frequently the Elinchrom website www.elinchrom.com.
In the Support area, the latest user guides and technical specifications can be downloaded.
Technical data, features and functions of Elinchrom products may change without advise.
Tolerances of specifications and components conform to IEC and CE standards. The listed
values can differ due to tolerances in components, or measuring instruments. Technical data,
subject to change. No guarantee for misprints.
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ASSEMBLING THE INDIRECT LITEMOTIV

I. SETTING UP
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1

2

3

1.

Mount the Indirect Leitmotiv onto a strong and stable light stand.

2.

Hold firmly the first central ring and push it straight and centered against the second 		
central ring where a “click” sound can be heard once both rings have snapped in.

3.

The Indirect Leitmotiv can be used with or without internal and external diffusers,
if the internal diffuser is required, find the internal clips.

4.

Attach the flash unit and lock the breach-locking ring.

5.

On the Recta and Strip, please insert the ends of the two metal rods into the
4 corners of the softbox.

6.

Now, if required, the external diffuser can be attached with the Velcro parts
on the outer black/silver fabrics.
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II. COLLAPSING
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7.

Remove the flash unit.

8.

Hold firmly the first central ring and find the locking button on the right side of the ring.
Press and shift this button to the left side to release the first ring from the second.

9.

The Indirect Leitmotiv is now collapsed and ready for transport and storage.

10. All this fits into one confortable bag.
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